Summer 2020
Standing Monthly Appointments with Intellectual Property Attorneys
New attorneys recently added!

Got an intellectual property question? Book an appointment!
Open to all TAMUS faculty, staff, and students.

30-minute appointments are available on a FIRST-COME, FIRST-SERVED BASIS with IP Attorneys from firms across Texas.

Attorneys/Background:

**Jack Abid**, Allen, Dyer, Doppelt, & Gilchrist, PA—Electrical Engineering and Physics

**Lekha Gopalkrishnan**, Winstead PC—Chemistry, Biology

**Miguel Hernandez**, Carstens & Cahoon, LLP—Chemical Engineering

**Joe Lally**, Jackson Walker—Electrical, Computer

**Brian Mangum**, Mangum IP, LLC—Computer Engineering

**Stephen Mason ’99**, Dickinson Wright, PLLC—Mechanical Engineering

**Karthika Perumal**, Womble, Bond and Dickson—Pharmacology and Bio-Technology

**Andrew Reed**, Carstens & Cahoon, LLP—Electrical or general engineering

**Chris Rourk**, Jackson Walker—Digital and analog semiconductor devices, computer architecture, software, nuclear power, electric power, artificial intelligence, network/data security, data communications

**Sabine Ward**, Schwegman, Lundberg, Woessner—Physics, Science/Engineering

**Cline White**, Jackson Walker—biological and life sciences, biomedical engineering, and has handled IP matters in a wide variety of disciplines
WHEN: M-F during the months May, June, July and August

For dates and times available and to sign up, CLICK HERE

Location: ONLINE

After signing up, you will receive an email from Grace Tiller with further instructions on how to connect with the attorney.

Not sure you are ready to meet with an Intellectual Property attorney? Check out our YouTube videos to find out how an IP attorney can help you!

Questions and additional information, email Grace Tiller